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ABSTRACT
California faces an immediate and dire water shortage. The San Joaquin
River Delta water supply system - which provides Silicon Valley with
most of its fresh water - periodically draws down water delivery due
to draught and environmental degradation. Currently, these policy-
scale decisions may only be met with very small-scale compensatory
measures (on the order of "change your light bulbs"). There are not yet
any solutions proposed at a middle, mediating, architectural scale. This
thesis asks: how could an architectural intervention provide a solution to
regional needs?
Fast and furious development in recent decades has brought on and
compounded major environmental problems, as well as increased the
already high value of land in the region. In Silicon Valley, a growing
population and a rapidly expanding high-tech (these days meaning
biotech / pharmaceutical) industry pressure its few remaining large
vacant parcels to develop.
One can see in these sites the quiet but great potential danger of the
status quo. They could just be the last large parcels slated for subdivision,
and we could continue nostalgically lamenting the drain on and damage
to natural resources. Or these sites could be our first chance at something
new. This thesis explores a radically positive view of development,
proposing an approach to program that multiplies value on all fronts -
economic, cultural, infrastructural, and environmental - and asks: how
can a new infrastructure best perform?
In order to directly address the region's multiple needs (infrastructural,
economic, civic, and environmental), normative development provides
a scaffolding for waste-water treatment wetlands that double as urban
wildlife sanctuaries. This combined program capitalizes on a highly
valued, increasingly scarce cash crop produced as a by-product when
treating waste water. This new cash crop is water. Clean enough to drink,
this water be sold back to the neighbors, forming a new infrastructural
network of "locally grown" gray water. This infrastructural network re-
institutes wildness - if not wilderness - in Silicon Valley, combatting its
homogenous regional development patterns by proposing a new network 1 4
of un-settlement. A new homestead, for the new cash crop.
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INTRODUCTION
This thesis as a design project represents only one possible solution to a
problem that deserves infinitely more. Challenges of environmental deg-
radation, apparently limited resources and strain on infrastructure, among
others, should inspire rather than stupefy those who are affected by and
able to affect these issues. The ability to produce something entirely new, to
make a mark of physical improvement on the landscape, to use all means
necessary to enact positive change in a tangible way is the unique privilege
of designers. This thesis eagerly tackles the largest of challenges in a joyful
and optimistic way.
The search for a site, program, and architectural approach - the digging
backwards into history and theory and deeper into a geographical region
and area of academic research - constitutes this body of work as much as
the building up of a design.
The nature of the operation proposed in this thesis is site-specific, as it re-
lies heavily on wildlife native to the region in which it is sited. But, the char-
acter of the approach may be generic and versatile, as well. This proposal
is modest - it uses yesterday's technology to solve today's and tomorrow's
problems. But in its modesty it is highly realistic, as it seeks to find latent
opportunities in existing problems and solve them with reasonable means.
Despite including California's second-largest city, San Jose, Silicon Valley
more often than not flies under the academic radar. To date, most attempts
(with a handful of notable exceptions) to address urban issues in this re-
gion fall under two categories: blind nostalgia for an imagined ideal pas-
toral past or a knee-jerk reaction to increase density in its urban centers,
mainly through watered-down "new urbanist" agendas. Neither, I propose,
are sufficient.
* Waldheim, Praxis 4: Landscapes
This thesis self-consciously falls more clearly under a landscape urbanism
agenda, aspiring to act not only as a "remedial slave for the wounds of
the industrial age*" but also as a joyful and positivistic celebration of that
age and the prosperity it enabled. Working within and exploiting existing
codes, assumptions, technologies and typologies, new and multifunctional
programmatic adjacencies emerge.
Through these uncanny programmatic mash-ups, the site's value is multi-
plied. Clare Lyster identifies the Bay Area's "unique culture and economic
framework," that gives it "an unmatched ability to adapt to and profit from
fast-changing technologies.*" I anticipate that this region's dexterity in ac-
commodating fast-changing technologies will translate into an ability to
agilely embrace slow-moving technologies as well.
Encouragingly, the Bay Area already boasts one high-profile successful ap-
plication of organic processes in service of environmental remediation.
After container ship Cosco Busan spilled 58,000 gallons of oil into the
San Francisco Bay on November 7, 2007, an unlikely clean-up crew was
deployed. Pleurotus ostreotus - oyster mushrooms - were grown in a small
experimental site along the Presidio, fed on petroleum. "In nature," says
Lisa Gautier, executive director of ecological non-profit Matter of Trust,
"there really isn't any waste. All materials get dealt with, and it's just a mat-
ter of harnessing the technology.*"
Organic, low-tech solutions to synthetic, high-tech problems often prove
most effective, particularly at very large scales. This thesis mines compli-
cated infrastructural problems for their potential to transform the urban
landscape in multiple positive ways.
* Lyster, "Landscapes of Exchange"
The Landscape Urbanism Reader
* www.metroactive.com/

WILDERNESS: a definition
"WILDERNESS" is elusive. It is a noun, although it looks and acts like an
adjective. Its etymological roots suggest a meaning similar to "the place of
wild beasts," and its colloquial use refers to a forested region, naturalistic
and unpopulated. It is where Moses roamed, plagued by danger and confu-
sion; it is where my peers and I choose to sleep in tents, seeking restoration.
The Church rallied against its pagan inflections, Enlightenment-era poets
fused it with spirituality. Its profligacy in the American West instigated ex-
pansion, the success of which makes many clamor to reclaim it.
A diagram of "the wilderness," would feature the absence of people. Oc-
cupying the wilderness obliterates its wilder-ness(ness). A pictorial image
of "the wilderness" would be a Hudson River School painting. Already, a
tension emerges as even viewing, smelling, hearing, in any way testifying
to or recording wilderness is a compromising, rupturing act, "inaugurating
human presence*" in a space defined, at least in part, but its vacancy. * Mitchell, Landscape and Power
WILDERNESS:
defined by vacancy
(Image: Mark Rothko)
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WILDERNESS:
pastoral image
(Image: Albert Bierstadt)
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The requisite vacancy of wilderness is often expressed in urban areas - taking the
shape of land adjacent to major infrastructure, industrially contaminated land,
abandoned buildings and parking lots This expression is often seen as detrimental to
a city's health. I choose to take a radically positive stance, postulating that this detritus
may in fact be just the right antidote to many problems associated with the "edge city"
condition as expressed in Silicon Valley
A sweet but strange marriage between this detritus and spaces that fulfill the more
colloquial definition of "wildemess" may reconcile the two-fold meaning of wildris,
accommodating both definitions, conjuring both magic and danger-
LANDSCAPE and image
To borrow imagery from landscape painting, a field whose Dutch influence
forever entangled 'landschap" with image-making, this strained marriage forms an
accessible foreground: petfaps associated with normative landscape uses such as
paths, benches, and gardens as well as a middle ground: in contrast just out of reach,
wild, maybe even toxic. Foreground and middle ground frame and are framed by a
common background: in this case, the surrounding city with its networks, systems,
and patterms
This three part system is what I call urban wilderness, and the act of siting and
developing these areas of urban wilderness into an integral city system is what I call
wilderness homesteading.
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*Corner, Recovering Landscape
HOMESTEAD: a definition
I move from proposing one autonomous site to proposing a series of sites within
a larger network in order to address the urban-scale issues that call for wildemess
homesteading as well as to address the potential urban-scale effects of such an
undertaking Additionally, a critical study of homesteading and its relationship to the
development of Silicon Valley enriches my definition of a wilderness homestead.
As James Comer describes, a family would "settle and construct a homestead, a
spatial complex that attached the family to an otherwise undifferentiated terrain*"
The resulting network of individual homesteads superimposed a settled network
providing orientation and repressing the dangers of the wilderness.
It is this dilemma that begs for wilderness homesteading as a new system -
A tipping point occurred, however, when a new kind of network overtook the "Valley
of Heart's Delight," transforming it into "Silicon Valley." Seemingly endless real estate,
a pioneering horizontal corporate structure, pro-growth policy, and a prioritization of
speed over quality turned the taming net of individual settlements into an oppressive
blanket of private office parks, strip malls, and single-family tract homes.
Silicon Valley now embodies the Piranesian dilemma of being "entirely
constructed; [presenting] almost no glimpse of the exterior world or
natural objects.*"
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This respite should provide breathing room and orientation. It should
also inspire the mythical wonder and pioneering excitement of the "Val-
ley of Heart's Delight." Further, this respite should be an explicitly public
space - a new kind of space for a newly settled population with long-term
needs. Wilderness homesteading answers to these intangible needs, while
acknowledging the many reasons these needs have not yet been addressed
in policy or design.
I refer to "homestead" as both a noun and a verb. The "homesteads" (n.)
I propose in this project are composed of vast sweeps of flat, productively
used space coupled with small, publicly accessible but privately enjoyed
amenities such as rest rooms, bathing areas, and non-specific sheltered
places intended for passive recreation. The act of "homesteading" (v.)
bears resemblance to the historical campaign to which it refers, but rather
than laying out a taming network of settlement upon wilderness, lays out a
disruptive network of urban wilderness upon a uniformly settled Valley.
The supremely, if oppressively, functional development machine that cre-
ated San Jose should not be overturned. Its own tangible needs should, how-
ever, be mined, exploited and used as a scaffolding to support the wilder-
ness homestead campaign proposed in this architectural thesis.
MANIFESTO
To be duped into a nostalgic view of Silicon Valley is to miss the point of
its defining pioneering spirit. Truly, this region is fertile and beautiful. Its
native flora and fauna proliferate bountifully, sun shines generously, nights
cool comfortably, and its surrounding ring of mountains frame the val-
ley's landscape stunningly. Among residents, fondness for these qualities
is all too often displaced onto a blind wish to return to the Valley's recent
agricultural past. In fact, each successive iteration of the Valley's inhabita-
tion has left its own mark on the landscape - not all marks are worthy of
nostalgia. Indeed, even its agricultural past contributed to severe environ-
mental degradation. Mining for mercury in the Santa Cruz foothills until
the mid-20th century deposited toxic waste into groundwater and rivers.
Beginning in the 1970s, microprocessor manufacturers contributed toxic silica waste
to already contaminated soil Landfills now dot the region, many problemati-
cally located adjacent to the ecologically fragile San Francisco Bay . All said,
the Valley now hosts roughly a dozen Superfund sites, many of which are
still undergoing remediation.
As the goal of this exercise is to encourage rather than discourage the
reader, I should also point out that each of these successive stages in the
Valley's history also provided invaluable research, advances, and innova-
tions. The present moment should be no less generous, though perhaps
more responsible. To that end, un-empowering nostalgic language should
be abandoned in favor of forward-looking opportunism.
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger
with Hummer
(www.commondreams.org)
WILD MUSTARD.
Says the chauffeur husband of a
prima donna, as he puts on his hat
and starts for the great free open
spaces of GOD's own West: "Orchids
"may thrive in hothouses, but wild
" mustard needs the California sun."
And there seems to be something in
it--so much, in fact, that orchids,
when transplanted to California, turn
Into something wild and luxuriant.
Consider one of the newest of Cali-
fornians, Mr. WILLIAM Gross McAnoo.
He makes a speech in his home town
of Los Angeles on the need of brains
In politics, and the necessity of "a
" large body of Intelligent citizens who
"are not affiliated with any party and
Swho could hold the balan e of
"power " as a check on excessive par-
tisansbip. Such a body would un-
doubtedly be useful. though we might
be somewhat better off than at pres-
ent if there were a large body of In-
telligent citizens in either or any
party, or anywhere else.
Yet this sounds strange from Mr.
McADoo, who only two years ago% at
a party convention held In California,
was the Legitimist candidate for the
Presidential nomination. Only the
malign would ascribe his sudden en-
thusiasm for non-partisanship to the
fact that California seems to contain
more non-partisan voters than most
other States. It must be the climate
that is working on Mr. McADoo; and
the suspicion is stronger when one
reads his statement that one of our
chief troubles Is " Inability to separate
economic from political aspirations."
There is much truth in that, and we
might be better off today If tr.
McAnoo had realised it a few years
sooner.
Truly, It Is a marvelous thing, this
California climate. The national
flower of that florid State ought to be
this very mustard, which indeed is
the least of all seeds; but when it is
grown it is the greatest among herbs,
and becometh a tree, so that the birds
of the air come and lodge in 'the
branches thereof. That is the way
thin ,grow In Californals,
New York Times Article
March 1922
*Waldheim, Praxis 4, Landscapes
Pressing present-day infrastructural challenges in California include energy
and water shortages, degradation of natural environments, and compro-
mised air, soil and water quality. Policy-scale decisions, for example, the
San Joaquin River Delta's chronic and increasing periodic draw-downs in
service and rising energy prices, may only be met now with small surgical
responses - on the order of Al Gore's "change your lightbulbs" campaign.
Architecture and landscape mediate the scale between a lightbulb and a
regional water supply. They should also, this thesis proposes, pro-actively
mediate solutions to environmental and infrastructural challenges at its
own middle scale. Doing so by interweaving "natural ecologies with the
social, cultural, and infrastructural layers of the contemporary city,*" the
built environment opportunistically multi-tasks.
This thesis tackles California's chronic and growing water shortage as fer-
tile ground for investigation. Seeking to efficiently short-circuit the typical
water supply feedback cycle, this thesis identifies waste water as a potential-
ly valuable "cash crop," produced and consumed in nearly every building.
Rather than voyaging the long route from drain to water pollution control
plant to groundwater to water supply, waste water may instead be treated
and re-distributed locally, tightening the loop.
Wetlands naturally clean water. Constructed wetlands have been used for
decades to fulfill this same purpose. Wetlands boast a distinct advantage
over traditional water treatment in that they do not require energy for their
operation. Furthermore, wetlands host wildlife, are scenic, and require
large stretches of space in order to treat large volumes of water. Their spa-
tial requirement productively stewards land through function rather than
policy. This thesis merges normative development with constructed wet-
lands, producing a truly infrastructural landscape.
Source:
DRINKING WATER SUPPLY
LOCAL WETLANDG WATER :: OTHER USES TREATMENT
Waste:
GRAY WATER:: BLACK WATER
Treatment
WATER POLLUTION
CONTROL PLANT
Left: Diagram showing typical waste
water treatment cycle and "short-
circuit" made possible with local
wetland treatment.
Following Pages:
Bay Area region map with Silicon
Valley highlighted
Silicon Valley with vacant parcels and
"urban island" parcels highlighted
Vacant parcels color-coded by in-
tended use
Potential Sites
SITE
Existing urban networks and development patterns instruct the search for
sites that might form appropriate primary nodes in the following wilder-
ness homestead campaign.
Large vacant lots - greater than 10 acres (and resultingly able to host di-
verse wildlife populations - see page 38) - are identified through existing
municipal vacant land inventories and the City of San Jose's "Urban Is-
land" inventory, a documentation of land-locked county parcels that have,
by rifts in administration and development patterns, not yet been incorpo-
rated into City infrastructure systems. These sites, already different from
their surroundings, hold great and polar potentials. If developed in line
with current patterns, they will compound and contribute to existing prob-
lems. If developed differently, however, they could initiate positive regional
change in very tangible ways.
Adjacency to freeways and rail lines ensures access for many user groups.
Proximity to major rivers promises a potential for positive change to exist-
ing wildlife corridors and sensitive environments, including hundreds of
acres of endangered wetlands downstream at the mouth of the Bay. Pre-
requiring these three conditions narrows down the list of potential sites.
Seven sites that meet these critera are outlined in Appendix B.
(maps created with ESRI software,
using ESRI data and San Jose Plan-
nign Department data)
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THE'CISCO WAY'
"Cisco Way" refers to a landmark shift in attitude towards the relation-
ship among work, life, play, and leisure. First (in Silicon Valley) and most
successfully proposed by network giant Cisco, ClAM's "Work, Dwelling,
Leisure, and Transportation" merge into one, hosted on-site by an all-con-
suming, all-serving corporate headquarters. Corroborating this one-site-
fits-all attitude towards function is the homogenous architecture that so
often characterizes Silicon Valley's "lifestyle" workplaces.
Irrespective of site and functional specificity, identical one to three story
buildings scattered throughout a subdivided lot, lodged in superficially-
landscaped parking lots, compose most office parks.
P
r
0
Opposite Page:
Figure / Ground diagram of Cisco
Systems
Left: Aerial Views of Cisco Systems,
Adobe, Genentech offices in Silicon
Valley
(www.local.live.com)
Beyond missed architectural opportunities and homogenous urban forms,
this site-blind construction poses and compounds environmental and in-
frastructural problems. Impervious surfaces contribute to toxic run-off,
off-site waste treatment strains infrastructure, water and energy needs tax
already overburdened municipal and regional systems.
This thesis overthrows the dominant "Cisco Way," its blindness to site,
its industry-driven "Atrium Principle*", and its consumptive tendencies.
It does not, however, seek to overthrow existing zoning, market-driven
program, or resort to a knee-jerk nostalgic language. Working within rather
than ignoring economic, social, and infrastructural constraints, this thesis
proposes a radically positive shift in thinking, posing development that
multivalently adds to rather than burdens its surroundings.
*Martin, Multi-National City
THE NEW ENGLAND BIOLABS WAY:
An Instructive Precedent
The 27,000 gallons of wastewater leaving New England Biolabs (NEB)
each day bypass conventional sewage treatment in favor of biological pro-
San Jose Water Pollution Control
Plant (www.sanjoseca.gov)
cessing in constructed wetlands. A harsh climate drives NEB's wetlands
indoors to greenhouses, though the biological processes that scrub out
waste (including biological components, nitrogen and heavy metals) would
happily thrive outdoors in a more amenable environment.
Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD), a common indicator of water qual-
ity, represents how 
fast organisms consume 
oxygen in a given volume 
of
water. The higher the BOD, the lower the water quality: in other words, the
ih h r th BOD the hi 
her its nutritional value for 
or anisms intended to
New England Biolabs Solar Aquat
Constructed Wetlands Water
Treatment System
(www.neb.com)
Following Page: Diagram of
Constructed Wetlands
tics thrive in it. Biotech wastewater naturally weighs in at a high BOD relative
to other industrial waste water, making it extremely fertile.
In general, water must be aerated before entering constructed wetlands.
Aeration may be mechanical (bubbling), biological (submergent plants, liv-
ing underwater, excrete oxygen from photosynthesis), or both. Mechani-
cal aeration requires energy input, biological aeration does not. Aeration
feeds plants further "downstream" and keeps wastewater from becoming
fetid. After aeration, water passes to other containers in series within which
plant matter (submergent, emergent, or both) reduces BOD and takes up
nitrogen and heavy metals. In outdoor applications, birds and animals carry
away pollutants stored in plants' seeds. Finally, either chlorine or ultraviolet
radiation disinfects the water by killing potentially harmful micro-organ-
isms. UV radiation advantageously avoids the addition of chemicals.
Careful analysis of volume, flow rate, incoming BOD levels, and plantings
results in an accurate estimate of wetland size and BOD output. Correctly
calibrated, wetlands will produljce w\ater that is clean enough to drink. Gen-
erally, Wetlands cost less than conventional treatment, requiring very little
maintenance and as little as zero energy input. Wetlands provide healthy
habitats for wildlife, cleanse air, and yield all manner of beautiful foliage.
41 0,000 sf of lab / office e - - - - -
generates up to 27,000
gallons of biological lab waste
per day.
(enough to fill three
oil tanker trucks)
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS PROVIDE A GOOD ALTERNATIVE
,i waste is pumped into 1,000
gallon underground tanks for
aeration
* Le · ~me S~
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aerated waste is remediated by organisms living in 24
1,000 gallon tanks. sunlight is necessary for this step.
water now free of solid waste irrigates and is further
purified by anoxic and oxygenated artificial wetlands.
many types of vegetation may contribute to this process.
I
UV light disinfects water without
chemical or further physical processes.
purified water may now re-enter the
groundwater supply, often through
leeching fields.
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SITE 2
This thesis investigates Site 2, as identified in the aforementioned regional
study. This 64-acre flat site is located in San Jose's "Innovation Triangle,"
the primary district in which high-tech development is encouraged. Zoned
for low-density research and development facilities, this site is likely to
become a scientific research-oriented office park accommodating labo-
ratories. Adjacent to the Guadalupe River and abutting a major regional
freeway, this site is also within walking distance of San Jose's increasingly
popular light rail system.
Currently covered with wild flowers and mustard, the site appears benign,
even pastoral. However, a sign on its fence promises impending develop-
ment. Addressing the potential of this future development to either com-
pound or relieve existing problems, the sites's complexity unfolds.
-:-F-·-· ~ ~
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SITE CAPACITY
Above Left: Existing Site Conditions Zoned to become an office park with an FAR of 0.4, this site will continue
Above Right: Aerial View of Site San Jose's trend of "low-density" development. "Low density," however,
(google earth) packs more program onto a site than its name would imply, particularly if
waste water treatment is included, as this thesis proposes. Normative de-
Facing Page: Site Capacity Diagrams
velopment that relies on municipal sewage treatment will fill approximately
46 of the site's 64 acres, allowing a comfortable margin for landscaping,
easements, and extra site circulation. However, when waste-water treat-
ment needs are factored in to the site's programming, 88 acres are required,
surpassing the site's actual footprint.
In order to stay within the site's 64-acre footprint, one must either half the
program or mulliply value by overlapping programmatic elements. Because
this thesis poses multiplication rather than division of value, I choose to
overlap programmatic elements in order to fit as much normative program
on the site as possible, while simultaneously maximizing the infrastructural
value of the site by treating twice as much wastewater on-site as the re-
search and development program on-site produces.
100% Build Out, 0.4 FAR:
OVERBURDENED SITE
100% Build Out, 0.4 FAR: OVERBURDENED SITE
64 acres at 0.4 FAR results in 1,100,000 square feet.
Two story tall buildings cover 13 acres.
1I100,000 square feet of R&D facilities require 3,300 parking spaces.
This covers 19 acres.
3,300 parking spaces require car circulation.
This covers 14 acres.
Requires 46 acres
1,100,000 square feet of R&D laboratories generate
220,000 gallons of waste water each day.
Two 26'tall, 26' diameter settling tanks
10 acres primary treatment wetland.
QCD )Q 5 acres secondary treatment wetland.
50% Build Out, 0.4 FAR:
FULL SITE
50% Build Out, 0.4 FAR: FULL SITE
Bý i
- -- -
64 acres at 0.4 FAR 50% develope results in 550,000 square feet.
Two story tall buildings cover 6.5 acres.
550,000 square feet of R&D facilities require 1,650 parking spaces.
This covers 9.5 acres.
1,650 parking spaces require car circulation.
This covers 7 acres.
Requires 23 acres
550,000 square feet of R&D laboratories generate
1 10,000 gallons of waste water each day.
One 26' tall, 26' diameter settling tank
5 acres primary treatment wetland.
(ClI )2.5 acres secondary treatment wetland.
10,500 gallons storm runoff held and treated in 2 acres of wetlands.
2.5 acres set aside for river surges.
3 acres of leachfield.
6 acres of burms, retaining walls, and access
Requires 25 acres
Total Program Requires 48 acres.
Impermiable surface causes 21,000 gallons runoff for 1' "of rainfall.
This quantity may be held and treated in 4 acres of wetlands.
5 acres set aside for river surges.
6 acres of leachfield covered with oak trees, which may take up
5,000 gallons of water each per day.
12 acres of burms, retaining walls, access
\1
Requires 42L acres.
Total Program Requires 88 acres.
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By overlapping parking garages with secondary treatment wetlands, land-
scape amenities with UV purification ponds, research and development
buildings with retaining walls, building and park circulation, this project
accommodates 550,000 square feet of research and development laborato-
ries and 1,500 parking spaces, half of its maximum zoned capacity.
However, rather than treating only the 110,000 gallons of wastewater pro-
duced each day on-site, this project treats twice that amount, 220,000 gal-
lons per day in its 18 acres of constructed wetlands. The resulting 220,000
gallons per day of fresh water released out of the site provides gray water
to meet the needs of even more neighbors. This infrastructural over-reach-
ing links the site to its surroundings in an unprecedented way.
The 18-acre space allocated to the constructed wetlands provides a respite
in the otherwise largely undifferentiated urban fabric surrounding the site.
Wildness, if not wilderness, dominates these large open areas, satisfying to
some measure the region's intangible need for differentiation and orienta-
tion. 1his wildness is achieved, in part, by the uncanny juxtaposition of
"nature" and infrastructure. Orientation is achieved by the logic of siting,
sizing, and cotneeting this project and any others it might imply to the sur-
rounding field: a homesteading logic.
See Appendix A for calculations and details.
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Facing Page: Landscape Ecology
Diagram
Next Page: Landscape Ecology
Diagram Detail
References:
California Wildlife Conservation
Board, www.wcb.ca.gov.
USGS Northern Prairie Wildlife
Research Center, Western Wetland
Flora: www.npwrc.usgs.gov
REGIONAL LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY
Also linking this project to its surroundings is an understanding of regional
landscape ecology and its role in the functioning of the project's wetlands.
This project does not seek to be naturalistic, but rather, biomimetic. As
diversity and robustness are positively correlated, the presence of many
native plants and animals may help to bolster the health of constructed
wetlands, minimizing maintenance and ensuring longevity. Additionally,
careful consideration of a site's carrying capacity ensures growth.
Located along the Guadalupe and Coyote Creek Rivers, existing wildlife
corridors, all potential sites identified in the regional study above, includ-
ing the 64-acre site expanded on in this thesis, have the potential to act as
"wildlife eddies" along an existing stream. To use Richard Forman's terms,
each site may become a "patch" along an existing "corridor."
The diagram to the right lists corridor widths and patch sizes necessary to
host a sample of regional wildlife, comparing these measurements to linear
and areal requirements for intended user groups - including workers, jog-
gers and bird-watchers.
A generous accommodation of wildlife also acts as amenity in itself, at-
tracting public support and attention, and providing educational and recre-
ational opportunities for area residents and visitors.
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Bayside Site: 71 acres
Airport Site: 63 acres
South San Jose Site: 47 acres
Downtown Site:
10 ac res
B!ossom Hilf- ! Site:
9 acres
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RELEVANT PROCESS
Above, From Top:
Labyrinth
Agricultural Landscape
(Google Earth)
Japanese Tea Garden
In order for the normative build-out program and the infrastructural land-
scape component to reinforce rather than compete against each other, I
identified the labyrinth, the Japanese garden, and the modern productive
agricultural landscape as precedents in which landscape and architectural
operations work together to produce more than their parts' sum, embody-
ing the aforementioned two-fold tone of wildris - wonder and danger.
Operations used in these three constructs guided my process: multiplica-
tion of paths (labyrinth), choreographed circumambulation around perim-
iters (Japanese garden), temporal shifts, and cut and fill operations. Land-
scape ecologies also drove process, as sufficient corridor widths and patch
sizes were maintained.
Multiple paths, Circumambulation
Conceptual Model:
Board
Concept Collage
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Cut and Fill Operations
Conceptual Model:
Board, Foam
Conceptual Models: Cut and Fill
Operations Applied to Site
This Page:
Foam Model
Facing Page:
Museum Board Topographic Model
with Plexiglass Buildings
Following Page:
Museum Board Model Detail
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DESIGN PROPOSAL
Three pragmatic rules define the form of the final design proposal. First,
the entire site participates in cleaning waste water, beginning with the re-
search and development laboratories and finishing as waste water leaves
the site through UV channels. Second, gravity and pressure, rather than
pumps, feed this movement of water, minimizing energy and maintenance.
Third, overall site layout facilitates wildlife flows, allowing a wide passage-
way from the river into the site. The research and development laboratory
buildings circumscribe a large central basin whose size sufficiently sup-
ports the river's native wildlife populations and accommodates the area
necessary for constructed wetlands.

FINAL MODEL
This 
Page:
Function Diagram 1
2
3
A: Black Water Aeration Channel
Pressure Driven Release
1. Primary Tank:
Solids are Settled Out
2. Black Water Aeration Channel:
Water Flows to Fill Entire
Channel
Submerged Plants Aerate Waste
18 Hour Retention Time
3. Pressure Driven Release: Full
Channel Discharges through
Piers
B: Primary Wetland
Gravity Release Green Wall
4. Primary Wetland:
A
cEmergent Plants Clean Water
to a BOD of 50 mg / I
2 Day Retention Time
5. Pressure Driven Release: Full
Wetland Discharges over Plant-
ed Wall Surface
6. Water Flows through Small
Channel to Secondary Wetlands
7
C: Circulation: 8
7. Interior
8. Exterior
D: Interior Volumes and Program
9. Parking Below 9
10. Corridor
11. Laboratory Benches/ Work
Area 10
11
12. Offices / Auxiliary Spaces 12
10
D
FUNCTION DIAGRAM
Laboratories follow a standard modular floor layout, a single-loaded cor-
ridor serving bench areas and auxiliary rooms, 50' wide. Waste water is
discharged from these laboratories and collected in settling tanks. From
there, water is pumped up into holding tanks from which it flows, entirely
gravity- and pressure-driven, throughout the rest of the site.
From the holding tanks, water flows slowly down the roofs of the labora-
tories, their 50' wide roofs constructed from concrete and resting on piers.
Submergent plant material fills this channel, aerating black water and pre-
paring it for the primary treatment wetlands.
Aerated black water flows across the channel's piers into primary treat-
ment wetlands. These heavily vegetated wetlands remove more than half
of BOD, nitrogen, and heavy metals from the water before discharging the
water over a green wall and into the secondary treatment pools.
Secondary treatment pools, clustered in the center of the site, reduce pol-
lutant levels to drinking water standards. These pools, grouped together,
attract wildlife, provide open space to visitors, and foster lush vegetation.
UV channels line their perimeters. Water, pressure-fed, enters these chan-
nels for the last stage of purification before being released. Once sterilized
in the UV channels, clean drinking-quality water, the new cash crop, is
released from the site and sold back to the neighboring community.
FUNCTION DIAGRAM DETAILS
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LABORATORY GREEN WALL
Open corridors flank the modular laboratories' land-locked program.
Asymmetrically loaded, the linear laboratories's benches face the primary
treatment wetlands, underneath which parking and other large program
is tucked. Separating these spaces, a 20-foot gap channels water from the
primary treatment wetlands via a planted green wall. This green wall, fed by
the nutrient-rich waste produced at the laboratory benches (pressure-fed
into primary treatment wetlands through oversized spouts protruding from
the laboratories' structural piers, visible from the interior), prodigiously of-
fers working scientists a live index of their work while contributing to the
waste water cleaning process.
In this charged intermediate area, infrastructure and architecture face off,
blurring boundaries between subject and object, cause and effect. Architec-
ture, with science and technology, "contributes to the respective definitions
of man and his nonhuman environment... structuring their interface.*"
*Picon, Architecture and the Sciences
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SITE PLAN DETAIL
1"= 8'
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UV CHANNEL
Usually relegated to behind-the-scene service locations, ultraviolet
sanitation, the last step in the water purification process, is pushed to the
surface in this thesis, indexing and inscribing infrastructure in a public
landscape.
These channels fulfill this thesis's dogma of multiplying value by
simultaneously serving many functions, acting as barriers by circumscribing
secondary treatment wetlands, as retaining walls, sanitation devices, gravity-
fed conduits for site-wide water distribution, pedestrian paths, and night-
lighting. Ultraviolet radiation, killing remnant bacteria and viruses in the
particulate-free water, reaches maximum efficacy with direct and prolonged
exposure.
Water comes into direct contact with UV bulbs that line the cast concrete
channels through which, pressure-driven, water flows out of the site.
Polycarbonate caps seal these channels from above while allowing purple-
blue visible light emitted from the UV bulbs to illuminate the trajectories
they trace. Exposure is prolonged by the multiplication of paths. Ensuring
sufficient exposure time, paths double back on themselves as necessary
to retain water. This doubling-back serves an experiential as well as
pragmatic purpose, as softly glowing paths draw night-time visitors along
unpredictable and labyrinthian courses.
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SOFT EDGE DETAIL
1"= 8'
CHANNEL EDGE DETAIL
1"= 8'
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1. PLANTING MEDIUM
2. EARTH
3. FILTER FABRIC
4. GRAVEL
5. PERF. DRAINAGE PIPE
6. POLYCARBONATE CAP 1"
7. ROOT BARRIER 1"
8. GRAVEL SETTING BED 6"
9.4x4 SLEEPERS
10. CONCRETE SLAB
11. UV LIGHTING
12. DECKING
13. CONCRETE WALL 6"
14. CONCRETE WALL 1'
15. WATER LEVEL
16. STONE AND GRAVEL 2'
17. CONCRETE BASIN 6"
__
DOUBLE EDGE DETAIL
1"= 8'
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SITE PLAN
The project's arrangement on its 64-acre site seeks to adhere to basic
pragmatic rules. These rules, that water flows throughout the entire site,
that it is collected from the research and development laboratories and
re-distributed to its neighbors, that this flow is pressure- and gravity-fed
rather than mechanically assisted, support the nature of this thesis as a
radically positive, transforming logic for impending development.
The site plan also references aforementioned shared constructs of
architecture and landscape, including the labyrinth, the Japanese garden,
and modern productive landscapes, while providing a large central area,
open to the adjacent river banks, that acts as a large "patch," contributing
regional ecologies.
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LONG SECTIONS
1"= 128'
Long sections cut through the site reveal a careful equilibrium between
cut and fill and a precise modulation of surface. Systematic depressions
and elevations, achieved through both earth movement and building
construction, yield a surface pattern whose topography enables gravity-
fed water flow. The constant red line drawn through each section below
reflects the original datum of the flat site.
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LONG SECTIONS
1"= 64'
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1"= 64'
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PLANTING PLAN
An array of native plants participates in the infrastructural process of
this landscape, drawing pollutants out of the water. Wetland plants, often
common world-wide, proliferate easily in nutrient-rich environments
provided by constructed wetlands.
Different edge conditions of the secondary treatment wetlands illustrate
the extent to which wetland plants self-propagate, crossing constructed
thresholds and irrespective of their original planting plan. Rather than
pre-determining a set planting plan, this thesis proposes a much looser
scheme, in which the built physical scaffolding of the project - based on the
infrastructure it supports - guides its active vegetation. Shallow to deep soil
of varying composition, depth and nutrient levels of water and proximity
to water sources result in an evolving planting plan, one whose internal
biological checks and balances ensure its continued function.
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CONCLUSIONS
TAis thesis begins with a program that addresses a timely problem and
fulfills a theqretical agenda. Its carefully-chosen conceptual framing under-
scores the perfOrMative potential of this hybrid program: to produce wild-
ness if not Vilderness 'hile addressing infrastructure, architecture, and
landscape simultaneously.
Pragmatic, functional, and programmatic constraints drive the final pro-
posal as much as formal, conceptual, or tectonic exercises. The resulting
design, though winning confidence in terms of functionality, innovation,
and realistic optimism, falls short as an architectural design exercise. The
richness of programmatic overlaps is exposed but not yet exploited; mate-
riality is engaged at the scale of the component but not at the overall scale
of architecture.
As hyo6thesized in the introduction, the argument posed warrants further
investigatio-.A rigorous merging of infrastructural and environmental
needs with normative de&elopment requires multiple tests. The handful of
sites identified by their size, vacancy, and proximity to existing urban net-
uworks, should be simultaneously designed for in order to test the currency
~i th sferability, timelinfiss ;alue) of worthy research agenda.
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Site 2 Carrying Capacity: Value Multiplication through smart infrastructure and ecological prioritization
Site Area
Site Area
FAR
Build Out
Wetland
Depth
2,746,677 square feet
63 acres
0.4
1,098,671 square feet
2 feet
Site
Circulation
Percent Parking Parking & Total build-
Variable Build Out Build Out Spaces Area Landscapin out area
Units 50 square feet acres acres
50% 549,335 1,648 9.46 4.73 18.39
Impervious Burms,
Primary Secondary Surface Holding retaining Total
Treatment Grey Water Treatment Runoff (1" Area for Storm Storm walls, Wetland
Variable Waste Water Wetland Output Wetland rainfall) Runoff Surge Catchment access Area
square
Units gal / day meters gallons acres gallons acres gallons acres acres acres
219,734 33,317 109,867 3.37 10,710 0.00 50,000 5 4.98 21.58
Exhaust for the System:
Oak Trees
number (to
consume
5,000 gal
each per
day) acres
34 (at least) 12.30
C-,
M
N<z
0,
CC,
I
C)
I-
zZ:(n
m
z
52.27Total Area
PRIMARY WETLAND AREA CALCULATIONS
Q = flow (m^3/day) 831.69
Co = influent BOD (mg/L) 140
Ce = effluent BOD (mg/L) 30
temp-dependent rate
Kt = constant 0.82
d = depth of gravel (m) 0.6
n = compactness of gravel 0.5
SECONDARY WETLAND AREA CALCULATIONS
Q = flow (mA3/day) 415.85
Co = influent BOD (mg/L) 30
Ce = effluent BOD (mg/L) 0
temp-dependent rate
Kt = constant 0.82
d = depth of gravel 0.6
n = compactness of gravel 0.5
note: k = 1.104*1.106A(temp-20)
note: multiply BOD calculation area by 3 to allow for complete
denitrification in secondary wetlands
PROSPECTIVE SITE: 1 APPENDIX B
750,000 sf office
75,000 gallon water treatment
phytoremediation field -
landfill site
Map images on the following 8
spreads are credited to the San
Jose Planning Department.
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PROSPECTIVE SITE: 2
1,500,000 sf office
APPENDIX B
150,000 gallon water treatment
storm water retention
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PROSPECTIVE SITE: 3
680,000 sf vending space
3,000,000 sf parking lot (peak)
APPENDIX B
storm water retention
phytoremediation field -
contaminated park

PROSPECTIVE SITE: 4
250,000 sf office (r&d)
storm water retention
25,000 gallon water treatment
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PROSPECTIVE SITE: 5
retail, office
phytoremediation
residential waste water treat-
ment
(
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PROSPECTIVE SITE: 6
250 residential units
APPENDD(IX B
storm water retention
residential waste water treat-
ment
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APPENDIX BPROSPECTIVE SITE: 7
250,000 sf office (r&d)
25,000 gallon water treatment
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